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Abstract—The interpretation of aging as adaptive, i.e. as a phenomenon genetically determined and modulated, and with an
evolutionary advantage, implies that aging, as any physiologic mechanism, must have phylogenetic connections with simi
lar phenomena. This review tries to find the phylogenetic connections between vertebrate aging and some related phenom
ena in other species, especially within those phenomena defined as phenoptotic, i.e. involving the death of one or more indi
viduals for the benefit of other individuals. In particular, the aim of the work is to highlight and analyze similarities and con
nections, in the mechanisms and in the evolutionary causes, between: (i) proapoptosis in prokaryotes and apoptosis in uni
cellular eukaryotes; (ii) apoptosis in unicellular and multicellular eukaryotes; (iii) aging in yeast and in vertebrates; and (iv)
the critical importance of the DNA subtelomeric segment in unicellular and multicellular eukaryotes. In short, there is
strong evidence that vertebrate aging has clear similarities and connections with phenomena present in organisms with sim
pler organization. These phylogenetic connections are a necessary element for the sustainability of the thesis of aging
explained as an adaptive phenomenon, and, on the contrary, are incompatible with the opposite view of aging as being due
to the accumulation of random damages of various kinds.
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Aging, here precisely defined as “increasing mortali
ty with increasing chronological age in populations in the
wild” (IMICAW [1]), is observed in many species under
natural conditions [29], our species included [10]. The
definitions “actuarial senescence in the wild” [7] and
“progressive loss of function accompanied by decreasing
fertility and increasing mortality with advancing age” [11]
are synonyms of the abovesaid descriptive definition of
aging. On the contrary, statements as “ageing, or senes
cence, results from a waning of the force of natural selec
tion with respect to the age of gene effects” [12] or “aging
is caused... by evolved limitations in somatic mainte
nance, resulting in a buildup of damage” [13] do not
describe aging in a neutral way but are only short expres
sions of not proven hypotheses about aging (see below).
In fact, aging is interpreted in two very different ways
[14], which, for their opposite numberless implications
and for the importance of the subject, deserve to be con
sidered incompatible paradigms in the meaning of the
term “paradigm” proposed by Kuhn [15]. The first (“old
paradigm”) includes a vast patchwork of disparate
hypotheses that try to explain aging as the inevitable con
sequence of damaging factors that progressively jeopard
ize fitness [1643]. In the older theories, damage accu
mulation is conceived without considering any evolution
ary mechanism, with the implicit incorrect assumption

that aging and natural selection act in two different con
texts. The newer theories, or at least some of them, try to
take into account the mechanisms of natural selection,
which, according to them, would be able to counteract
damaging factors only partially and to an agerelated
decreasing extent, also because of pleiotropic effects and
contrasting physiological necessities. The second para
digm (“new paradigm”) includes hypotheses that define
and interpret aging as a physiological phenomenon, i.e. a
phenomenon that, in spite of its undoubted disadvantages
for the aging individual, is determined and modulated by
natural selection as being evolutionarily advantageous in
terms of supraindividual selection [1, 4465], although
for some hypotheses only in particular conditions [1, 65].
The new paradigm sees aging as a particular type of
phenoptosis (see definition below), a term coined in 1997
by Skulachev [48]. Subsequently, the same author, to
emphasize the peculiarity of the phenomenon within the
phenoptotic universe, coined for aging the definition of
“slow phenoptosis” [66]. The concept of phenoptosis can
be shortly defined as “the programmed death of an indi
vidual” [49] or described more extensively: “phenoptosis
is the death of an individual caused by its own actions or
by actions of close relatives (siblicide; in particular, the
parentcaused death of an offspring or filial infanticide)
and not caused primarily by accidents or diseases or exter
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nal factors, which is determined, regulated or influenced
by genes favored by natural selection” [63]. It includes a
large and very heterogeneous category of phenomena,
most well known and documented for a long time [6], but
not appreciated, before Skulachev’s definition, in their
entirety and in terms of their important implications [63].
For the new paradigm, aging is a physiological phe
nomenon and must necessarily have, like every other phe
nomenon of this nature: (i) a normal function (or physio
logy); (ii) pathological alterations in specific cases; (iii)
evolutionary causes; (iv) a phylogeny. In this review, I will
not discuss or reiterate the arguments or the evidence in
support of the new paradigm and against the old para
digm, which have already been debated elsewhere [14,
67], nor a description of aging physiology and pathology,
already expounded in general in other works [60, 68, 69].
The aim of this work is only to indicate, or at least to
hypothesize, phylogenetic aspects of aging in relation to
other similar or related phenoptotic phenomena.
It is opportune to stress that the definition of phenop
tosis includes a wide and heterogeneous set of phenomena
that do not necessarily involve the same evolutionary
advantages or a single monophyletic origin. In fact, by
choosing among many phenoptotic phenomena, as exam
ples: (i) endotokic matricide, a particular phenomenon
shown by some invertebrates, where maternal death is
obligatory in reproduction: “the young kill their mother
by boring through her body wall” or cannibalizing her
body [6]; (ii) cryptic female choice [70], i.e. nonpatho
logic miscarriages to eliminate before birth offspring with
lesser antigen variability and possible reduced resistance to
infections [71]; (iii) semelparity and sudden death after
reproduction shown by many species of Anguilliformes,
Salmoniformes, dasyurid marsupials, rodents, and plants
[6]; (iv) aphagy in adult insects: “aphagy from defective
mouthparts or digestive organs is very common during the
adult phases of insects… and is the limiting factor in the
adult lifespan of many shortlived species. This phenome
non is, inarguably, programmed senescence...” [6]; (v)
bacterial suicide activated by phage infection [72]; (vi) fil
ial infanticide [73]; it is quite unlikely that these phenom
ena can be explained based on common evolutionary
advantages and/or with a single phylogenetic origin. Thus,
the phylogenetic investigation will be restricted to the
relationships and similarities between aging and certain
types of phenoptotic phenomena that appear to have a
probable common phylogenetic origin, with or without a
common evolutionary advantage.

PROKARYOTE WORLD
Phenoptosis is well documented among prokaryotes,
e.g. (i) bacterial suicide activated by phage infection
“thereby curtailing viral multiplication and protecting
nearby E. coli from infection” [72]; “In E. coli, three sui

cide mechanisms that are activated by the appearance of
a phage in the cell interior have been described” [74]; (ii)
mass suicide of bacterial phytoplankton as defense against
viruses [75]; (iii) in E. coli, the “builtin suicide module”
that is activated by antibiotics [76].
The mechanisms that activate phenoptosis in bacte
ria have been defined as “proapoptosis” and proposed as
phylogenetic precursors of apoptosis in eukaryotes [77],
because they share various features with apoptosis:
“Several key enzymes of the apoptotic machinery, includ
ing the paracaspase and metacaspase families of the cas
paselike protease superfamily, apoptotic ATPases and
NACHT family NTPases, and mitochondrial HtrAlike
proteases, have diverse homologs in bacteria, but not in
archaea. Phylogenetic analysis strongly suggests a mito
chondrial origin for metacaspases and the HtrAlike pro
teases, whereas acquisition from Actinomycetes appears
to be the most likely scenario for APATPases. The
homologs of apoptotic proteins are particularly abundant
and diverse in bacteria that undergo complex develop
ment, such as Actinomycetes, Cyanobacteria and αpro
teobacteria, the latter being progenitors of the mitochon
dria” [78].
In the prokaryote world, phenoptosis is not at all a
curiosity limited to a few rare cases but appears to be a
very common occurrence that determines spectacular
mass suicide [75]. Intrinsic to the definition of phenopto
sis and therefore necessary to explain a “programmed
death in bacteria” [74, 79] is that these phenomena are
favored by natural selection. In prokaryotes, the main
causes of selective pressure favoring phenoptosis appear
to be: (i) defense against infections by phages [72, 75]; (ii)
elimination of somehow impaired individuals that take
away resources from other individuals: “Most bacterial
species actually do not live as planktonic suspensions in
vivo but form complex biofilms, tightly knit communities
of cells. From this perspective, programmed death of
damaged cells may be beneficial to a multicellular bacte
rial community” [79]. In both cases, it is essential to
envisage mechanisms of kin or group selection (as already
proposed by others: “As most plankton in a bloom are
near identical genetically, from the perspective of their
genes, a dieoff that creates enough scorched earth to
stop the viral advance can make sense” [75]), despite the
old theoretical anathema against group selection by
Maynard Smith [80, 81]. Regarding the type of selection
that would favor these phenomena, it is important to
stress that for kin selection, which is wellknown and
accepted [8285], if a species is divided into demes, each
consisting of closely related individuals or even with
monoclonal origin, the distinction between kin selection
and group selection thins or disappears.
In fact, kin selection calculates the inclusive fitness
of a C gene that acts in the individual defined as 1, and
that has also some consequences for the fitness of other
individuals (2, 3, …n) in which the probability of the exis
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tence of C is equal to the coefficient of kinship (r). In each
generation, C is favored by natural selection if the varia
tion of the inclusive fitness is positive, i.e. if:
n

Σ (Sx·Px·rx) > 0,

(1)

x=1

where Sx is advantage/disadvantage for the individual x
(–1  Sx  +1); Px is reproductive value of individual x
(0  Px  1); rx is coefficient of kinship between individual
x and individual 1 (0  rx  1).
In cases where the gene acts only on individual 1,
since by definition r1 = 1, formula (1) becomes:
S1·P1 > 0,

(2)

which is the classic formula for individual selection.
Now, let us consider a species divided into mono
clonal demes and subjected to a catastrophic event. In
such cases, for each of them, if there is no sacrifice of any
individual, there is a disadvantage for every individual
equal to S. On the contrary, if, by action of the C gene,
among n individuals having the C gene, some (nd) sacri
fice themselves and die (Sd = –1), while the survivors (ns)
have an advantage Ss, as in bacteria a constant reproduc
tive value at any age can be assumed (Px = 1) and as in a
monoclonal deme rx is always equal to 1, the C gene will be
favored by natural selection if:
nd

ns

x=1

x=1

ΣSd + ΣSs > S⋅n,

(3)

nd·Sd + ns·Ss > S·n,

(4)

that is:

a formula that is a development of Eq. (1).
In cases where the deme is composed of several
clones (1, 2, ... z), if C exists in all the individuals of clone
1, it will exist in clone x with a probability equal to the
coefficient of kinship of the individuals of clone x with
those of clone 1 (rx), and gene C is favored by selection if:
(n1,d·Sd + n1,s·Ss) + (n2,d·r2·Sd + n2,s·r2·Ss)… +
+ (nz,d·rz·Sd + nz,s·rz·Ss) > S,

(5)

where, in a clone x, nx,d are the individuals that sacrifice
themselves and nx,s the survivors.
It should be noted that kin selection formula (1) has
been transformed into a formula that describes a type of
group selection; thus, there is no insurmountable distinc
tion between individual selection, kin selection, and
group selection.
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UNICELLULAR EUKARYOTE WORLD
For the sake of brevity and to propose evidence and
arguments based on sound grounds, in this section the
discussion will be limited to a single but wellstudied
eukaryotic unicellular species, i.e. the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In this species, a phenomenon
that closely resembles apoptosis of multicellular eukary
otes is a relatively recent finding [86]. In particular, the
phenomenon was shown to be elicited by the overexpres
sion of a factor that triggered apoptosis (mammalian
BAX) [87], while the overexpression of another factor
that inhibited apoptosis (human Bcl2) appeared to delay
the processes leading to it [88]. The similarity between
this phenomenon and apoptosis in multicellular eukary
otes is corroborated by a growing body of evidence. This
implies that the two types of phenomena deserve the same
name and, moreover, suggests a common phylogenetic
origin [56, 89, 90]: “... since the first description of apop
tosis in a yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain carrying a
CDC48 mutation…, several yeast orthologues of crucial
mammalian apoptotic proteins have been discovered…,
and conserved proteasomal, mitochondrial, and histone
regulated apoptotic pathways have been delineated...”
[91].
In yeast, apoptosis is triggered or favored by: (i)
harmful chemical alterations to the habitat [90]; (ii) a
decrease in nutrients [92]; (iii) unsuccessful mating [91];
(iv) killer toxins that are secreted by competing yeast
tribes [91]. A crucial fact, analogous to what happens in
multicellular eukaryotes, is that when a yeast cell dies by
apoptosis, its parts are not harmful to other individuals
and, on the contrary, are usefully phagocytosed or
absorbed by other cells, which, consequently, “are able to
survive longer with substances released by dying cells”
[93].
Yeast apoptotic patterns have been explained as
adaptive because they appear to be useful for the survival
of the deme [56, 57, 74, 9396]. The adaptive interpreta
tion of mass suicide by apoptosis appears plausible in
many cases if a yeast species is divided into small demes,
each consisting of one or a few clones. A different case is
suicide by apoptosis triggered by toxins that are secreted
by enemy yeast tribes, where the abovementioned adap
tive mechanism is clearly exploited by competitors [91].
So far, it is possible to notice evident analogies
between prokaryotic mass phenoptosis through proapop
totic mechanisms and yeast mass phenoptosis through
apoptosis, and in both cases group selection is a likely
evolutionary cause of these phenomena. However, yeast
show more sophisticated mechanisms and something
other that, as we shall see, is connected with phenomena
shown by multicellular organisms.
Yeast reproduction occurs by asymmetric division
into two cells, one defined as “mother” and the other as
“daughter”. Cells of the daughter lineage show no limit to
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reproduction, while those of mother lineage can repro
duce only a limited number of times; Jazwinski found a
limit of 2535 duplications in about three days [97]. As
the number of duplications increases, there is a growing
vulnerability to apoptosis and replicative senescence [91,
93, 98, 99], and this explains how in particular stress con
ditions part of the population dies and the other survives.
However, this is more than a sophisticated mechanism to
select a list of the individuals that must sacrifice them
selves if necessary (with a priority for sacrifice propor
tional to the number of previous duplications in mother
lineage).
In yeast, mother lineage cells show, proportionally to
the number of duplications, besides increasing suscepti
bility to replicative senescence and apoptosis, increasing
metabolic alterations [91, 93, 98100]. The consequent
agerelated death rate increase follows an exponential
dynamic [101], similar to that shown by individuals of
many multicellular species [8, 9]. Wild yeast cells of the
mother lineage show a decline in fitness and an increase
in mortality that is proportional to the number of dupli
cations, so this phenomenon is somehow within the con
cept of aging (“increasing mortality with increasing
chronological age in populations in the wild” [1]).
It should be noted that while it is possible to say that
yeast ages, this is inappropriate for bacteria. Now, it is
essential to consider how this happens in yeast.
Eukaryotic cells, both of unicellular and of multicellular
species, unlike prokaryotes that have circular DNA, have
linear DNA. It is well known that, at each replication,
DNA polymerase leaves out part of the terminal section
of linear DNA (the telomere) and the molecule becomes
shorter [102, 103]. The progressive shortening of DNA
leads to duplication impairment and, so, it was predicted
that an indispensable but hypothetical enzyme restored
the lost part of the telomere [104]. The enzyme (telom
erase) was subsequently discovered [105]. In yeast, telom
erase is always active and at any duplication faithfully
restores the length of the DNA molecule. Therefore,
yeast cells of both mother and daughter lineage show no
telomere length decrease at each replication [106108].
This indicates that the metabolic alterations and the vul
nerability to apoptosis and replicative senescence shown,
proportionally to the number of divisions, by the individ
uals of the mother lineage are due to another mechanism
that has been identified.
In yeast mother cells of the wild type, particular mol
ecules, i.e. extrachromosomal ribosomal DNA circles
(ERCs), accumulate proportionally to the number of
duplications [109] and “several lines of evidence suggest
that accumulation of ERCs is one determinant of life
span” [100]. In this regard, two yeast mutant types show
interesting data. The mutants of dna21 type suffer from
anomalous DNA replication and so manifest increased
rates of ERC accumulation, which causes precocious
alterations in gene expression. In short, in mother lineag

es, young individuals of these mutants have a transcrip
tome that is similar to those of older individuals of normal
yeast [100].
Another type of mutant yeast, tlc1Δ mutants, which
is telomerase deficient, show telomere shortening in both
mother and daughter cells. Moreover, older individuals
belonging to daughter cell lineages, which – as normal
strains – have no ERC accumulation, manifest an overall
expression of genes, i.e. a transcriptome, similar to that of
mother lineage older individuals of normal strains and of
mother lineage young individuals of dna21 mutants
[100].
As we shall see below for multicellular eukaryotes, it
is possible that in yeast mutants that are telomerase defi
cient, as in cells of multicellular eukaryotes with inactive
telomerase, the shortening of the telomere causes the
sliding of a heterochromatin hood over the telomere, and
this interferes with critical parts of subtelomeric DNA.
From evidence largely based on experiments in yeast:
“One model of telomere–gene expression linkage is an
altered chromosomal structure..., such as a heterochro
matin “hood” that covers the telomere and a variable
length of the subtelomeric chromosome... As the telom
ere shortens, the hood slides further down the chromo
some (the heterochromatin hood remains invariant in
size and simply moves with the shortening terminus) or
the hood shortens (as the telomere is less capable of
retaining heterochromatin). In either case, the result is an
alteration of transcription from portions of the chromo
some immediately adjacent to the telomeric complex,
usually causing transcriptional silencing, although the
control is doubtless more complex than merely telomere
effect through propinquity… These silenced genes may in
turn modulate other, more distant genes (or set of genes).
There is some direct evidence for such modulation in the
subtelomere…” [110].
While in tlc1Δ yeast mutant, the silencing of sub
telomeric DNA could be a consequence of telomere
shortening, in nonmutant yeast cells of the mother line
age, silencing could be caused by progressive ERC accu
mulation that covers and inhibits the subtelomeric region.
(For further considerations about gradual subtelomeric
silencing and the related metabolic alterations, see the
next section, i.e. the subsection “Gradual cell senes
cence”.)
Regarding the increasing susceptibility to apoptosis
and replicative senescence, in proportion to duplication
number, a mechanism analogous to that found in multi
cellular eukaryotes could be proposed (see the subsec
tion “On/off cell senescence”). However, these data
raise an important question. A mechanism that causes a
differential resistance to apoptosis and therefore estab
lishes a kind of priority list for individual sacrifice in case
of need is perfectly consistent with the logic of group
selection that appears to favor mass phenoptosis if this is
useful for the survival of the deme. On the contrary, the
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 12 2015
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fact that the same mechanism (or something related)
progressively impairs cellular metabolism and the vul
nerability to replicative senescence, and thus fitness,
does not appear to be necessary for the purposes of pos
sible sacrifice and, therefore, is not explained by the
abovementioned group selection. We must therefore
assume: (i) an obligatory link between increasing vulner
ability to apoptosis and progressive metabolic impair
ment (and likewise the critical importance of the DNA
subtelomeric region), (ii) or that there is an evolutionary
alternative explanation.
In fact, Büttner et al. already suggested “apoptosis
coupled to chronological and replicative aging limits
longevity that would maintain ancient genetic variants
within the population and, therefore, favor genetic con
servatism” [91]. This is not at all a new hypothesis. Well
before the acquisition of the abovereported data from
yeast, it was proposed that, for species subject to K
selection (see definition below) [111], an agerelated fit
ness decline, i.e. aging, would be adaptive [1, 58]. The
original papers should be read, but here a short exposi
tion may be useful. Within any species, the speed of dif
fusion of any gene G depends both on its advantage (S)
over an allele that is assumed neutral and on the genera
tion time, i.e. the reciprocal of the “mean duration of
life” (= 1/ML; see Fig. 1). Now, a hypothetical gene C
that brings about the untimely death of the individual I,
in which C is present, and therefore reduces its ML and
determines a disadvantage S′, quickens the diffusion of
any advantageous gene G in the individual I′ that replaces
I. If I′ is relative to I, C will be increased in its frequency
by natural selection, if:
n

r ·Σ(Sx)·(1/MLC – 1/MLC ′) – S′ > 0,
x=1

А

(6)
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where MLC indicates the ML of individuals having gene C,
and MLC ′ is the ML of those having a neutral allele C ′;
Σ(Sx) is the summation of the advantages of n favorable
genes G spreading within the species; S ′ is the disadvan
tage of a shorter ML; r indicates the mean coefficient of
kinship between I and I ′.
Three brief annotations: (i) formula (6) is another
development of the general formula (1) for kin selection;
(ii) if G is a harmful gene, gene C accelerates its elimina
tion; (iii) kin selection as an explanation for aging should
not be confused with its use to explain the survival of
postreproductive individuals, e.g. as suggested elsewhere
[112].
This hypothesis was proposed for multicellular
eukaryotes, but for its application to unicellular eukary
otes, there is no opposing theoretical argument against it.
Büttner et al. do not propose alternative evolutionary
explanations besides the abovementioned suggestion
[91], which may be considered a short enunciation of the
hypothesis described [1], in particular if, for yeast, we
suppose ecological life conditions of the Kselection type.
On the other hand, the abovedescribed adaptive inter
pretation of aging applied to yeast may be considered
within Büttner’s et al. suggestion formulated in terms of
kin selection.
Lewis, in his criticism of this hypothesis, argues
against the “suggestion that yeast cells provide a prece
dent for programmed death” [79] proposed by others
[113], by the following remark: if a mother lineage yeast
cell dies after the 2535 duplications reported in laborato
ry conditions [97], the presence of a single individual with
the greatest possible number of duplications among 225
235 (= 3.36·1073.44·1010) descendants appears unlikely
and so its death would be insignificant for any adaptive
theory of programmed death. However, Lewis’ argument
misses the pivotal point: the death at the last possible
В

Fig. 1. A) Diffusion of a gene G in relation to the value of S; B) diffusion of a gene G in relation to ML variation. An increase/decrease in S or
of the inverse in the ML value has the same results on the spreading speed of a gene G within a species (figure redrawn from [1]).
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duplication of a single individual among countless others
is a very rare or impossible event, while the increasing and
progressive probability of apoptosis – proportionally to
the number of duplications – plus the differences in fit
ness (i.e. mortality rates) and in the capability of having
offspring in the comparison between “younger” and
“older” individuals, is real: (“in a population of [yeast]
cells the lifespan distribution follows the Gompertz law”
[101], i.e. an agerelated progressive increase of mortali
ty; “The probability that an individual yeast cell will pro
duce daughters declines exponentially as a function of its
age in cell divisions or generations (Jazwinski et al.,
1998)” [100]). If, in the wild, the death of “older” indi
viduals significantly reduces the ML of yeast and thus
causes a quicker generation turnover, Lewis’ argument is
trifling for the hypothesis that yeast duplicationrelated
increasing mortality has a favorable selective value.
However, Lewis’ argument is very interesting as it echoes
an analogous objection against programmed aging
hypotheses for multicellular organisms, which will be
debated in the next section.
Another possible criticism is that, in yeast, genera
tions follow one another within a few days, a very fast rate
when compared with that of species such as ours, and
therefore the reduction of a few days of yeast ML might
appear irrelevant. However, this objection does not con
sider that the adaptive aging theory proposed in 1988 [1]
(illustrated in Fig. 1), is based on the relative acceleration
of the evolution rate and not on the absolute value of it.
For example, if the ML of a species passes from a value t
to a value t/2, the spreading rate of a gene within a species
doubles, both if t = 30 years and if t = 5 days (and if t has
any other value).

TRANSITION FROM UNICELLULAR
TO MULTICELLULAR EUKARYOTES
The transition from a unicellular and monoclonal
eukaryotic deme to a multicellular eukaryotic organism
with undifferentiated or minimally differentiated cells
likely means a gradual transition and not a drastic break.
In a monoclonal deme composed of unicellular individu
als, the sacrifice of an individual by apoptosis is clearly a
phenoptotic phenomenon explainable in terms of group
selection. In a multicellular individual with undifferenti
ated cells, it is possible to define the sacrifice of some
cells, e.g. by apoptosis, as a phenomenon distinct from
phenoptosis, but the difference of this sacrifice in com
parison with the apoptosis–phenoptosis of an individual
in a monoclonal deme of singlecell individuals is small
and difficult to define.
As, in multicellular species, the cells of an individual
increase their differentiation and, in particular, as a fun
damental divide, when reproductive function is entrusted
solely to some differentiated cells, apoptosis differs

markedly in its meaning from apoptosis–phenoptosis of
unicellular organisms and acquires its distinct functions
in the context of the more complex organization of a mul
ticellular organism with differentiated cells and organs.

MULTICELLULAR EUKARYOTIC WORLD
WITH DIFFERENTIATED CELLS
Multicellular eukaryotes show a series of phenomena
that are important for our discussion.
Programmed cell death. In addition to apoptosis,
multicellular organisms show various kinds of pro
grammed cell death (PCD), e.g. keratinization of epider
mis or hair cells, osteocyte phagocytosis by osteoclasts,
detachment of cells from the internal walls of body cavi
ties, and erythrocytes, which are specialized cells that lose
their nucleus and are subsequently removed by
macrophages.
For the first time apoptosis was described and clear
ly differentiated from necrosis in multicellular eukaryotic
organisms in a study of the normal liver [114]. While
necrosis is cell death determined by acute cellular dam
age, apoptosis can be defined as an ordered form of cell
selfdestruction. It is ubiquitous in eukaryotic species [56]
and, similarly to what occurs in the yeast [93], a cell that
dies by apoptosis does not harm other cells; cell fragments
are removed by phagocytes in an orderly manner and do
not elicit an inflammatory response [115].
PCD by apoptosis, which is selectively triggered at
specific times and for specific cells, is indispensable for a
series of functions that necessarily represent a develop
ment and an adaptation of the original functions in sin
glecelled organisms: morphogenetic mechanisms (neu
ral development in embryo [116], wound healing [117],
etc.), lymphocyte selection [118, 119], removal of infect
ed or damaged cells [120, 121], etc.
In vertebrates, apoptosis occurs in many tissues and
organs [122134] and is an essential fact for cell turnover
in healthy organs [135138]. Short telomeres and inacti
vated telomerase increase the probability of apoptosis
[110, 139142].
Limits to cell duplication capacity and cell turnover.
In healthy organ and tissues, to ensure normal cell
turnover, continuous cell death by apoptosis and other
PCD types must be balanced by substitution with an
equal number of cells from the duplication of specific
stem cells. Before the 1960s, Nobel laureate Alexis
Carrel’s old thesis of unlimited duplication capacity in
nongermline cells of multicellular organisms was undis
puted [143], but, at the same time, the socalled Hayflick
limit of cell duplication capacity had been demonstrated
in vitro [144, 145] and then in vivo [146]. This limit is doc
umented for many cell types [147149], is in inverse rela
tion with the age of the individual [150] and, approxi
mately, in direct relation with the longevity of the species
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 12 2015
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[151]. As mentioned in a previous section, this limit is the
consequence of the incomplete duplication of the telom
ere by polymerase. Telomeres, highly conserved repetitive
sequences of DNA [152154], shorten at each cell dupli
cation [155], but telomerase, if active, elongates telomere
with each replication. This explains why germline cells
have unlimited duplication capacity [105]. If telomerase
is inactive, duplications cause telomere shortening and a
cell culture or a tissue shows a reduction in its duplication
capacity [156], while a cell with activated telomerase
becomes capable of unlimited duplications [157161].
Telomerase activity is regulated by specific proteins
[162] and is active without restrictions in immortal
human cell lines [163]. On the contrary, for most cell
types, telomerase activity is limited, likely in inverse pro
portion to the cell turnover rate. In fact, it is well known
that the cell turnover rate is quite variable according to
cell, tissue, and organ type: “bone has a turnover time of
about 10 years in humans” [164] and “the heart is
replaced roughly every 4.5 years” [165], but “cells [of the
intestinal epithelium] are replaced every three to six days”
[164] (for other data about cell turnover rhythms, see
[166]). This implies that the various types of stem cells
must allow the regulation of telomerase activity that
varies enormously according to cell type. Therefore, any
limitation in the activity of telomerase must be genetical
ly determined and finely modulated and cannot be the
result of insurmountable biochemical restrictions.
In multicellular eukaryotes, in short, the limits of
cell replication are determined and modulated by restric
tions in telomerase activity. This is different from what
happens in yeast, where, as already emphasized, telom
erase is always active and the progressive limitation in the
ability to duplicate is determined by the accumulation –
which is proportional to the number of duplications and
happens only in the mother lineage – of particular mole
cules (ERCs) over the subtelomeric segment.
However, it has been also pointed out that for yeast
tlc1Δ mutants, which suffer from telomerase inactivation,
cells of the daughter lineage, which have no accumulation
of ERCs, show telomere shortening and limitations in
their ability to duplicate and other alterations such as
those caused by ERC accumulation in mother lineage
cells (Fig. 2). The similarities between yeast tlc1Δ mutants
and the cells of multicellular organisms are impressive
and have allowed us to envisage a common phylogenetic
relationship.
“On/off” cell senescence. In a cell culture, replica
tive senescence, i.e. the final incapability to cell duplica
tion, was shown to be a progressive reduction in the
growth potential of a cell culture, related to telomere
length reduction, and not a sudden contemporaneous
event for all cells [167, 168].
According to Blackburn’s model [169], a protein
hood caps the telomere, which oscillates between
“uncapped” and “capped” conditions: the first state is
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 12 2015
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susceptible to passage to replicative senescence, i.e. non
cycling conditions, while the duration of the other state is
directly related to telomere length (Fig. 3). Even if cells
have activated telomerase and maintain telomeres at the
maximum length, with each division, a small percentage
of them should pass into the noncycling state [169].
For a population of cells with inactive telomerase
and telomeres at their maximum length, a progressive
decline of the replication capacity, proportional to the
number of duplications, has been demonstrated.
Moreover, stem cells, unlike germ cells, should show lev
els of telomerase activity only partially able to preserve
telomere length [170] and, therefore, they cannot indefi
nitely replace the elements eliminated by PCD for cell
populations in renewal [110].
The absolute length of telomeres is not constantly or
strictly related to the life span of a species, e.g. (i) the
hamster and the mouse have long telomeres [171], but
they age more precociously than humans who have short
er telomeres; (ii) in rodents, there is no relationship
between telomerase activity and maximum lifespan [172].
In connection with the mean number of cell duplica
tions in a tissue or a cell culture, there is a growing proba
bility of cell senescence, which has been indicated as a
“fundamental cellular program” [173] and is characterized
by the modified expression of many genes, in a way that
compromises cell functions, and by replicative senescence
(i.e. Blackburn’s “noncycling state” [169]). A senescent
cell has harmful consequences both on the extracellular
matrix and on other cells that are physiologically interde
pendent or physically nearby. Cell senescence (replicative
senescence, its main characteristic, included) certainly
derives somehow from relative telomere shortening
(Fossel’s “cell senescence limited model”) [110].
“Gradual” cell senescence. Telomere shortening
influences the expression of subtelomeric DNA. This
phenomenon has been known for some time and has been
called the “telomere position effect” [174], but I prefer
the definition of “gradual” cell senescence to this quite
prudent expression. Apart from the references reported in
the section dedicated to unicellular eukaryotes, a recent
paper [175] confirms this phenomenon – “Our results
demonstrate that the expression of a subset of subtelom
eric genes is dependent on the length of telomeres and
that widespread changes in gene expression are induced
by telomere shortening long before telomeres become
ratelimiting for division or before short telomeres initiate
DNA damage signaling. These changes include upregu
lation and downregulation of gene expression levels” –
and highlights that telomere shortening, by repressing
subtelomeric DNA, modifies gene expression even for
distant nonsubtelomeric parts of DNA. Additionally, the
likelihood of a mechanism of this type for multicellular
eukaryotes as well is discussed at length by Fossel (see pp.
4556 in [110]; a scheme of the phenomenon is illustrat
ed in Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. In A and D, telomeres are not shortened and the subtelomere (subtelomeric section of DNA molecule) is not repressed. In C and E,
telomeres are shortened and the subtelomere is repressed due to protein hood sliding. In B, the telomere is not shortened and the subtelom
ere is repressed due to binding to ERC molecules (the “symbols” in the first line are used in the subsequent figures). Modified and redrawn
from Fig. 6 of [67].

The capping nucleoproteins of “on/off” senescence
[169] and the heterochromatin “hood” of “gradual” cell
senescence [110] are very probably the same thing as: (i)
they cover necessarily the same end part of the DNA mol
ecule; and (ii) the activation of telomerase and the conse
quent lengthening of the telomere determine the reversal
of all the characteristics of cell senescence [157161].
Relationship between aging and relative telomere
shortening and not with absolute telomere length. For
germline cells and for the somatic cells of a donor from
which a cloned animal is originated, resetting the telom
ere clock is indispensable before the first cell duplication
[110]. The initial telomere length must be established in

the reset phase because, with each following telomere
shortening, the probability of cell senescence will
increase. In the “reset” phase, the absolute value of the
“telomere length is irrelevant” [110]. For example, two
murine (Mus) strains, with a telomere length of 10 and
20 kb, respectively, have equal life spans and patterns in
the timing of cell senescence; the same has been demon
strated for cloned animals derived from somatic cells with
shortened telomeres and their donor animals [110]. In the
“reset” phase, an appropriate modeling of the hete
rochromatin hood based on telomere length could justify
the related timing of “gradual” and “on/off” senescence
in spite of the different lengths of their telomeres (Fig. 5).
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 12 2015
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Mice and other animals show a shorter life span,
despite much longer telomeres in comparison with our
species [171] and a baseline activity of telomerase in most
somatic cells [176]. (However, in mice microglia cells, it
has been observed that telomeres shorten with age and
“the low levels of telomerase activity present may be pref
erentially recruited to maintain the shortest telomeres
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while allowing the longer ones to shorten more rapidly”
[177].) Moreover, in telomerase knockout (mTR–/–)
mice, characterized by genetically inactivated telom
erase, we see that only after four [178] to six [179] gener
ations, when telomeres become very shortened, fertility
and viability are jeopardized, but in organs with high cell
turnover, the dysfunctions appear in early generations

Fig. 3. Telomeres oscillate between the “capped” and “uncapped” conditions. The probability of uncapped telomeres increases in proportion
to telomere shortening. A nonprotected telomere is a free end of the DNA molecule and is susceptible to endtoend joining that blocks cell
replication.

Fig. 4. Telomeres shorten at each replication and repress an increasing portion of subtelomeric DNA. This allows for alterations in gene
expression in different and distant parts of the DNA molecule.
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after n duplications

after n duplications
Fig. 5. When the telomere clock is reset, the heterochromatin hood is likely shaped in proportion to the telomere length and should have the
same size during all cell life. Replication related telomere shortening determines the sliding of the abovesaid heterochromatin hood over the
subtelomeric DNA with the abovementioned negative consequences on cell functions and on the equilibrium between the capped/uncapped
telomere states. This hypothetical model may explain the irrelevancy of initial telomere length as regards the consequences of its subsequent
shortening [110].

[178, 180] (in any case, the fitness reduction caused by
this alterations should be considered in relation to wild
conditions and not in the artificial protected conditions
of the laboratory). The model of Fig. 5, as developed in
Fig. 6, could easily explain this apparently paradoxical
phenomenon.
The evidence highlighted before (with its falsely mis
leading apparent contradictions) leads to an immediate
crucial consideration. If (i) the telomere length in the
reset phase (if it is not below a critical level) does not
affect longevity; (ii) aging is proportional to telomere
shortening; (iii) telomere shortening is directly related to
the gradual repression of subtelomeric DNA; the trivial
conclusion is that for the greater or lesser longevity we
should investigate the relationship not with telomere

length but with the length and other properties of the sub
telomeric segment. This hypothesis, restricted to the
length of the subtelomeric region, is illustrated in Fig. 7
and is compatible with the evidence and the arguments
expounded above and illustrated in Figs. 26. Moreover,
we should recall that in yeast, which has a fixed telomere
length, aging is caused solely by ERC accumulation over
the subtelomeric segment. An implication of this hypoth
esis is that no necessary correlation between telomere
length and longevity is predicted; in fact, a correlation is
contradicted by the evidence [171, 172].
In short, subtelomeric DNA has been shown to have
both essential importance for cell functions and a posi
tion vulnerable to repression by telomere shortening
itself. If we exclude inexplicable evolutionary contradic
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 80 No. 12 2015
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tions, this coincidence may be justified only as something
favored by selection to determine “gradual” and “on/off”
senescence. A likely interpretation of the evolution of the
system that includes telomeres, telomerase, subtelomeric
DNA, and cell senescence is proposed below.
The suggested and very probable cause for agerelat
ed fitness decline is the progressive slowing of cell
turnover, which means a progressive prevalence of PCD
on cell substitution by stem cell duplication (Fossel’s
“cell senescence general model of aging” [58, 110]) cou
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pled with an increasing fraction of cells more or less
altered by “gradual” and “on/off” cell senescence [69,
110]. In support of this hypothesis, in some species (rock
fish and lobsters), both mortality rate and telomere length
do not vary with the age [181, 182].
There is evidence for an evolutionary advantage of
the agerelated mortality increase phenomenon [14, 67],
which in its more advanced manifestations, common in
artificially protected conditions, is usually defined as
“aging”, a term that is inaccurate in this context [58]. A

Fig. 6. In knockout mice, heterochromatin hood length, which is defined in the reset phase, must be proportional to telomere length.
Afterwards, the heterochromatin hood slides over subtelomeric DNA and progressively represses it, but this is not influenced by the length of
the hood. If the telomere, in the reset phase, is exceedingly shortened, the mechanism is jeopardized and the viability of the cell is lost.

Fig. 7. Species A has longer telomeres and shorter subtelomeric segments than species B. For species A, telomere shortening causes a greater
relative impairment of the subtelomeric area and this should result in earlier aging.
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theory, identical to that mentioned above to explain
“on/off” and “gradual” cell senescence in yeast, justifies
this fitness decline, or mortality increase, as evolutionari
ly advantageous, in terms of supraindividual selection, by
a mechanism based on kin selection that, due to a faster
generation turnover, allows a quicker diffusion of any
advantageous mutations. In accordance with the theory,
this advantage exists only when there is Kselection (i.e.
species divided into demes that are composed of kin indi
viduals and living in saturated habitats where only the dis
appearance of an individual allows the existence of a new
individual) [1, 58]. An objection against this hypothesis is
that “As a rule, wild animals simply do not live long
enough to grow old. Therefore, natural selection has lim
ited opportunity to exert a direct influence over the
process of senescence” [11]. This criticism, analogous to
Lewis’ argument for yeast and as mentioned above, misses
an essential point: the absence in wild conditions of “old”
individuals (e.g. for lions (Panthera leo), individuals that
are older than 15 years) is irrelevant. Individuals of P. leo
with an age below 15 years are “not old” individuals
according to Kirkwood and Austad’s concept [11], yet
they show increasing mortality at ages existing under nat
ural conditions: this significantly reduces the ML with a
consequent quicker generation turnover and the proposed
selective advantage. “Senescence reduces average life
span... by almost 80% when m0 = 0.01 year–1” [8]. For the
individuals that survived the high mortality of the first life
phases, in eight mammal species studied in the wild, the

ratio between ML with agerelated increasing mortality
(wild condition) and ML without the mortality increase
(hypothetical condition) has been calculated to be in the
range of 2.55. If we do not disregard the individuals that
died in the first life phases, the ratio has been shown to be
in the range of 1.553.21 [1]. Moreover, the study of a
human population under wild conditions [10, 64] has
shown that: (i) survival for 60 and 70yearold individu
als was about 30 and nearly 20%, respectively, and (ii) the
proportion of ML reduction was considerable and, so,
undoubtedly subjected to natural selection (Fig. 8).
In short, in the wild, ML reduction determined by
agerelated fitness decline is not at all negligible, although
the equivalents of centenarians or older individuals for
animals are most likely nonexistent under wild condi
tions.

CONCLUSION
The main points of the abovementioned evidence
and arguments can be summarized as follows.
1. Prokaryote mass phenoptosis by proapoptosis and
unicellular eukaryote mass phenoptosis by apoptosis, in
particular cases, are favored by similar supraindividual
selective mechanisms and likely have a common phyloge
netic origin [77].
2. For both types of phenomena, a mechanism that
activates the suicide pattern is indispensable only in a
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Fig. 8. Area A (delimited by the continuous line): life table of Ache in the wild, data from Hill and Hurtado [10] (the figure was modified and
reprinted with permission from [64]). Area B (delimited by the dashed line): hypothetical life table without agerelated increasing mortality.
The proportion of senescent death (Ps, as defined by Ricklefs [8]) is given by the ratio between B and A + B.
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fraction of the population and should be proportional to
necessity (e.g. the scarcity of a critical resource). Yeast
have evolved an effective mechanism depending on the
number of preceding duplications and on ERC accumu
lation over subtelomeric DNA that creates a kind of rank
ing for individuals destined to sacrifice themselves [91,
93, 98, 101].
3. Apoptosis in multicellular eukaryotic species has
an evident phylogenetic relationship with unicellular
eukaryotic apoptosis [183] but the evolved clock is based
not on the accumulation of ERCs but on telomere short
ening due to restrictions in telomerase activity analogous
ly to the case of yeast tlc1Δ mutants in which telomerase
is inactive [110]. In both cases, the damaging effects on
the cell are caused by the progressive repression of sub
telomeric DNA, which is clearly a pivotal aspect of aging
mechanisms.
4. In multicellular eukaryote organisms with undif
ferentiated cell functions, if we consider each individual
as a clone that has all cells with the same genes, apoptosis
of a cell may be regarded as caused by mechanisms anal
ogous to kin selection. In multicellular eukaryote organ
isms, as cells assume different functions and, in particu
lar, with the limitations of reproductive function to some
specific cells, this interpretation is inappropriate and the
multicellular individual is subjected to natural selection
as a single entity.
5. In multicellular eukaryote organisms, apoptosis
assumes a long series of functions (morphogenetic mech
anisms, lymphocyte selection, removal of damaged or
infected cells, etc.), which are unquestionably a derived
function, as they are impossible in unicellular organisms.
6. In yeast, apoptosis is essential for the phenomenon
summarized in point (1), but, moreover, the phenomena
defined as “on/off” and “gradual” senescence cause a
duplicationrelated progressive fitness decline, which
may be defined “aging”. This appears to contrast “genet
ic conservatism” [91], and might be explained in the same
way as aging in multicellular organisms [1, 58] (see point
(7)).
7. In eukaryotic multicellular organisms, PCD (by
apoptosis and other types of PCD), “on/off” senescence,
“gradual” senescence, and limits to cell duplication
capacity appear to be elements of a highly sophisticated
system that is essential both for cell turnover (i.e. contin
uous renewal of the organism) and for agerelated pro
gressive fitness decline [58, 110]. This decline, i.e. aging,
could be explained as a powerful system to accelerate evo
lution by means of supraindividual selection, which is
possible only under conditions of Kselection [1, 58].
8. Aging in yeast has been proposed as adaptive [91].
For multicellular eukaryotes, aging as an adaptive phe
nomenon is excluded by the prevailing gerontological
paradigm [11], but this is contrasted by both empirical
evidence and theoretical arguments [1, 14, 56, 58, 67, 95,
184, 185].
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9. The limits to cell duplication capacity determined
by the telomere–telomerase system are currently justified
as a general defensive mechanism against cancer [186
189], but evidence and strong arguments contradict this
hypothesis [14, 64, 110, 190, 191], e.g. the secretion by
senescent cells of substances that increase both mutation
rates and oncogenic risk [192, 193]. The obstinate affec
tion by the advocates of nonadaptive aging theory to the
hypothetical anticancer role of telomerase restrictions is
likely caused by the absence of any explanation compati
ble with the nonadaptive hypotheses and because of
philosophical bias [192]. “The hypothesis that telomerase
is restricted to achieve a net increase in lifespan via can
cer prevention is certainly false. Were it not for the
unthinkability of the alternative – programmed death –
the theory would be dead in the water” [190].
In short, aging shows clear phylogenetic connections
regarding both underlying physiological mechanisms,
and evolutionary causes. This represents a further set of
arguments and evidence in support of the paradigm that
interprets aging as a phenoptotic phenomenon, i.e. a type
of death that is genetically determined and modulated
with specific evolutionary causes.
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